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An introduction to the Satellite Meeting
Transportation systems are composed of a large number of heterogeneous elements, interacting, perceiving different information from the environment, and pursuing heterogeneous/different aims. Examples range from very well known systems, like road traffic
dynamics, up to new fields, such as the Air Transport Network. Plenty of examples can
be found in the literature about how different Complex Systems tools, as complex networks, percolation theory, self-organized criticality and agent base modeling, can be used
to understand the internal dynamics of these systems and improve their performance.
The aim of this one day Meeting is to create a space for exchanging state-of-theart results and ideas on this interesting topic. Special attention will be devoted to
applications, i.e., how those tools and techniques can be used to improve the performance
of real systems, as well as to contributions centered on societal and environmental aspects
and citizens perceptions will be especially welcome.
In this book are gathered the six abstracts accepted as oral contributions, plus information about the three invited contributions from Dr. Barthélémy, Dr. Reggiani and
Dr. Vespignani.
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Invited speakers
Marc Barthélémy
Institut de Physique Théorique, CEA, CNRS-URA, France

Evolution of transportation networks

Vittoria Colizza
Center for Complex Networks and Systems Research, Indiana University, USA

Multiscale transport systems and the spreading of infectious diseases

Aura Reggiani
University of Bologna, Department of Economics, Faculty of Statistics, Italy

Vulnerability, Resilience and Accessibility in Complex Transport Networks
The recent enormous interdisciplinary interest in network concepts, analysis, and modelling arising from the study of complex interconnected dynamic systems underlines
the simplicity of laws describing these phenomena. Networks often show common behaviour, based on their topological characteristics, and this connectivity behaviour is
mainly modelled by exponential/power form distributions. In other words, the topological properties of a network can give useful insights into: how the network is structured;
which are the most ’important’ nodes/agents; and how network topology can influence
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the patterns emerging from the conventional spatial economic laws (such as equilibrium theory, spatial interaction theory, etc.). This topology structure is expressed by
very simple laws, and in most cases these laws can be interpreted in a spatial economic
framework. In this framework, it is still an open research issue which specific and novel
contributions network analysis can offer to spatial economic analysis, and vice versa
whether the solidity of spatial economic laws needs to be reconsidered in the light of recent advances in complexity and network theory. Hence, a dual analysis is necessary, in
order to explore potential connections between these two approaches (spatial economics
and network analysis). In this context, the accessibility indicator although expressed
in a very simple form can play a strategic role, since it may detect the most connected
network centres (hubs), as well as trace their development and decline. This paper is
devoted, first, to a methodological analysis, by exploring the interrelationships between
theories and models in spatial economics and network analysis. This interdisciplinary
synthesis calls for further reflections on network complexity and the simplicity of the
associated models and indicators such as accessibility. A further issue worth to be explored is the connection between accessibility and resilience. The question is whether
the accessibility indicator can be related to the identification of resilience/vulnerability
in connectivity network structures. Current policy strategies which focus on resilience
show the relevance of this issue and the need for continuing research on the links between complex transport networks, accessibility and resilience, mostly by exploring this
relationship at different scale levels and its impact on the whole network.
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ANTS: Adaptive Networks for Complex Transport Systems
Minette D’Lima, Francesca Medda
QASER, University College London
London, UK
Transport systems form part of the critical infrastructure of the city. The London
transport system is a large complex system forming the majority of public transport. A
shock to the system, such as a closed station, major road works and disruptions in the
train service, diffuses through the network, affecting commuters in different parts of the
network.
We develop a mean-reverting stochastic model to study the diffusive effects of shocks
on line loads in the London Underground. A shock causes the line loads to deviate from
the long running average level. As the shock diffuses through the network, the humanflow in the network adapts to the shock. The speed with which the passenger counts
return to normal is an indicator of how quickly the line is able to adapt to the shock and
thereafter resume to normal functioning. This provides a way to quantitatively measure
and compare the adaptability of human flow to shocks in underground lines.
We use the stochastic model to suggest a quantitative definition of resilience appropriate to this context, and use it to determine the economic implications of disruptions
in the London Underground.
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CityRace: effect of traffic information on driving behaviour
Alina Sı̂rbu1 , Vittorio Loreto2 , Francesca Tria2
1

2

ISI Foundation, Turin, Italy
Dipartimento di Fisica, ”La Sapienza” University, Rome, Italy

Introduction
Transportation has been an important research topic in the past years, with models
introduced in order to improve flow on the road network (e.g. [1, 2]). The ultimate aim
of these methods is to increase efficiency in order to obtain a better social experience.
Several organisations have created and published transportation data, while applications
displaying these data for the public have been developed, to facilitate research, and aid
people in their daily life. For the latter, examples are map engines which display real
time or averaged traffic, such as Google Maps (traffic layer) [3] or Autostrade per Italia
[4]. However, the influence of these data on people’s behaviour has not been analysed.
Such a study may uncover important aspects of how much information a user needs and
in what context the information is useful.
Traditionally, social experiments and analyses have been performed by gathering a
sample of people and asking them to fill in questionnaires, or perform some specific
action. With the development of the internet, social experiments have witnessed a revolution, as these can nowadays be organized online, in virtual labs. This means larger
participation, enabling better analysis of group behaviour, less infrastructure needed,
and lower cost [5]. Here we present CityRace, a web platform for analysis of driving
behaviour in the presence of traffic information. This has been developed using ExperimentalTribe [6] (www.xtribe.eu), a general framework that facilitates creation of web
experiments. CityRace constitutes a virtual social laboratory, where different aspects of
human behaviour in response to available traffic data can be analysed.

Aim
The CityRace web experiment is developed in the context of the EveryAware project,
which concentrates on environmental awareness. Through it, responses to several questions are aimed for. One such question is how much information does a player need for
a change in behaviour to be triggered. In real life, how much information on the state
of immediate neighbourhood is required for the citizen to be able to optimize the route.
For this, the platform displays different amounts of traffic information in each game,
which will allow for an analysis in this direction. This is useful both from the social
science point of view and for optimising future applications that offer visualisation of
routing and traffic information.
Secondly, the behaviour in a context with social influence can be analysed. Specifically, a multi-player version is available, where players can be aware or not of the
9
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movements of their opponents. If imitation appears (as it does in many real life situations), routes for players that could see one another will be very similar. However,
the imitation behaviour could contradict the purpose of the game, which is minimising
driving distance and time, and obtaining a score higher than the other player. This is
a setting common to game theory, where selecting the same route by two players could
give a (medium) payoff, however selecting a different route, even if more risky, is the only
way to win the game. In the specific context of traffic, if all drivers select the alternative
route, the choice will become ineffective, due to new traffic build up.
Furthermore, a virtual traffic dataset is generated, based on the routes selected by
users. This, analysed in comparison to the real data, can enable identification of traffic
features related to street network topology. Also, the overall response to the real traffic
can be studied, showing whether its avoidance can create jams in other locations of the
city.

Method
Two beta versions of the game are currently available at www.xtribe.eu, one single- and
one two-player, developed using the ExperimentalTribe platform . These are based in
three cities, Turin, Rome and London, with a real traffic dataset available for the first,
and artificial traffic for the last.
The single-player version of the game (www.xtribe.eu/node/35/city-race-1) aims to
analyse the effect of traffic information, and the extent of it, on the routes players choose.
For this, the game consists of two stages. In the first stage, two points are given on a
standard Google map, and users are asked to draw their preferred route. Users draw
a route by selecting successive points on the map, and then click on the destination
to finish. At this point, the same task is repeated, but with traffic information also
displayed, colour coded for each street (red - high to green - light traffic). The user has
to select again a route, and the change in strategy will be the effect of traffic information.
Different amounts of such information are displayed (i.e. from a small to a large area
around the current location of the player), in order to enable the study of how player
behaviour and performance is influenced by the amount of information.
The multi-player version of the game (http://www.xtribe.eu/experiment/39/cityrace-2) aims to analyse social influence in choosing a driving route. The game is organised
as a race between two or more players, where the best route wins. In (randomly) selected
games, players can see the movements of their opponents, and choose to follow them,
or, on the contrary, select a very different route to the destination. The behaviour of
players can thus be analysed and the social effect studied. The game is played in a
similar fashion as the single-player version, where each player chooses and submits a
route between two points.
Preliminary results show that a small amount of information has a negative effect on
performance, since players select their route in a greedy manner, which does not result
in finding an optimum. At the same time, an amount of information large enough does
improve performance. To analyse the generated traffic, we are comparing the speeds of
streets with the number of players using them. In general, high real traffic corresponds
10
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to low generated traffic. However, identification of critical points in the street network
topology is possible, i.e. those areas where both real and generated traffic is high.

Conclusion
A web experiment for route selection in a city was presented. This aims to analyse
human behaviour in the presence of traffic data, and study the extent of influence these
have on player actions. Currently, the game incorporates a small demo dataset of real
traffic for Turin, Italy, which we hope to extend to more Italian cities. For other cities,
synthetic traffic datasets are generated, to simulate the same setting. Developed as a
game, the web experiment is expected to attract a number of people large enough to
enable an advanced analysis of behaviour changes in contact with external information,
both with and without social influence. Additionally, virtual traffic is generated to enable
identification of different features of the traffic and to obtain a large scale view of the
response to it.
Future work includes organising large scale experiments to confirm and extend the
preliminary results. Further, integration of other datasets into the framework and addition of other environmental data obtained through the EveryAware project, such as
noise and air pollution, is envisioned. It is interesting to see whether users respond
better to traffic (which is generally perceived as time consuming, so it has an immediate
effect) or to pollution (which may or not affect health in the long run). This, especially
considering that highly trafficked and highly polluted areas should in principle correspond. By devising an appropriate scoring technique, where such long and short term
losses are incorporated, integration of traffic and pollution information should open a
new perspective over people’s behaviour in this context.

Acknowledgements
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Deviations and delays in the Italian air traffic
G. Gurtner3 , Stefania Vitali1 , Marco Cipolla1 , Salvatore Miccichè1 , Rosario
Mantegna1 , Valentina Beato2 , Simone Pozzi2 and F. Lillo3,4
1
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2 Deep Blue Research and Consulting, Roma, Italy
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Introduction
The air transportation system is one of the most important entity for the development
of local, national and international economies. Thus, it has attracted much interest
lately [1, 2] from the complex system community, to better understand its properties.
Moreover, the structure of the American and then European traffic have undergone big
mutations during the last decades due to the liberalization of this part of economy [3].
The majority of studies of the air transportation systems from the perspective of
complex network science have considered the airport network either at international [4] or
country scale [5, 6, 7]. In the airport network, nodes are the airports and a link between
two nodes indicates the presence of a direct flight between the two airports. Past research
on this network have focused on topological properties and detection of communities.
Some other studies have also dealt with the dynamics of flights [8] passengers [9], or
diseases [10] on airport networks.
However, to the best of our knowledge, little has been done concerning navigation
points [11] and the real space-time trajectories of aircraft. Today, aircraft do not travel
along the straight line (geodesic) connecting the departure and destination airport. On
the contrary, they must follow some fixed airways, defined as union of consecutive segments between pairs of navigation points (navpoints). These points create a network,
and a flight trajectory can be seen as the dynamics of a point on it. Many disturbing
factors, such as weather condition or traffic congestion, can lead air traffic controllers
to modify spatially (rerouting) or temporally (delays) the trajectory of an aircraft. The
new trajectory can be either on the network or follow other points.

Research
The aim of this paper is to (i) characterize the navpoint system from the complex
network perspective (ii) compare the planned and actual 4D trajectory of each flight in
order to identify points in the airspace where spatial deviations and temporary delays
of aircraft are more frequent, and (iii) connect the density of these disturbances to the
local topological and metric property of the navpoint network. To this end we use a
database containing the information on all flights passing trough the Italian airspace.
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of the Italian airspace. Various metrics distribution of degree, strength, betweenness,
etc. are then computed. As expected the network properties are found to be driven
by geographical constraints and the network exhibits a non scale-free behavior. We use
this network as a basis to analyze the dynamics of flights.
In a second stage, we introduce several metrics to analyze the difference between trajectories. The difference in length and duration or the number of temporary points in
the trajectory for instance are considered. Their distribution are found to reflect the
different causes of deviations.
In a third stage, we use several methods, including Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
[12], for comparing the planned and actual trajectory and to identify points in the
airspace where it is more likely that an aircraft is subjected to a rerouting or to a
delay. An example is shown in Fig. 1. We are thus able to identify “hot spots” and
“bottlenecks” in the air traffic system, i.e. navpoints and segments of airways that are
frequently the location of disturbance events of the trajectory. Finally we correlate the
criticality of the points and segments with their local network properties.
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How the ATM System modifies in presence of extreme exogenous
events: the special case of the Iceland Volcano eruption.
S. Vitali1 , M. Cipolla1 , R. Mantegna1 , G. Gurtner3 , F. Lillo3,4 , V. Beato2 , S. Pozzi2
and S. Miccichè1
1
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Introduction
Understanding the way a complex system evolves over time is becoming a major topic
in several research fields, this is also the case in the Air Traffic Management (ATM)
socio-technical complex system. Our research aims to perform a network characterization of the ATM system, at various hierarchical levels, in order to provide empirical
characterization on how the network topology affects the management of the air traffic,
with a special focus on the en-route delays.
Networks in the air traffic systems have been studied in previous works, where the
nodes of the network are airports which are linked if there are flights connecting these
airports (Bagler, 2004, Colizza et al., 2006a, 2006b, Guimerá et al., 2004, Li et al., 2004,
Paleari et al, 2010, Reggiani et al., 2010). The main network measures, such as the
degree and strength distributions, the average path length, the betweennes centrality,
the clustering coefficient etc., are investigated in order to analyze topics of the air traffic
system as the efficiency, the safety, the flexibility and the flux of passengers using air
transportation. Our aim is to contribute to this literature not only by exploring the
topological feature of the European ATM, but also by shading light to its dynamic and
evolution. This is, indeed, possible thanks to the availability of DDR (Demand Data
Repository) data provided by Eurocontrol for the time period April 2010 - June 2011,
which comprises unexpected and exceptional events, such as the ash cloud emissions of
the Iceland volcano (Eyjafjallajökull).

Data
The data we are using are massive and quite detailed. They contain information on the
4-D trajectory of each flight crossing the European air space. For each flight we have
information about both the planned and the actual trajectory. Moreover, we have data
describing the general configuration of the European airspace. These data are organized
on a 4-week basis (AIRAC cycle) and also provide information on the hierarchical division
of the airspace in smaller air portions, from airspaces to airblocks, collapsed sectors
and elementary sectors, and the time of their activation. Finally, we have detailed
information on the pre-fixed airways, which the flights should follow in their trajectories.
17
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!
Figure 2: Time evolution of the number of flights and active airports in the 333 Airac.
The plot is performed by restricting the analysis to the non-military flights, which departed and arrived in an ECAC (European Civil Aviation Conference) airport and lasted
(according to the actual trajectory) more than 10 minutes.

These airways are defined by means of consecutive navigation points (navpoints), which
are used as reference points in the definition of the planned trajectories.

Data
Starting from these data, in this work, we explore the European air traffic system by
considering three different networks: (i) the airports network, in order to verify the
existence of correspondences with the stylized facts found in other research papers, (ii)
the bipartite flight-airway network, with the aim of identifying which are the most used
and critical airways and their properties, and (iii) the bipartite flight-navpoint network,
which consists in a more fine-grained level of investigation, allowing for a detailed analysis
on which are the navpoints playing a strategic role in the flight trajectories and their
properties. The reason for considering airways and navpoints in addition to the airports
is that they represent the backbone of the European airspace and are directly related to
the operational efficiency of the airspace transportation system. Moreover, the majority
of the air management activities, such as the conflict and congestion resolution, the flow
control and the aircraft separation assurance, are built on such infrastructures.
Specifically, in our investigation, for each day, we consider the above networks either
18
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starting from the planned and the actual trajectories. Once we have built the adjacency
matrices of these networks, we investigate the topological network properties. Among
the different network metrics, we also perform a community analysis and characterize
the communities according to the methodology proposed in Tumminello et al., 2011.
As mentioned above these analyses are performed over time in order to investigate the
evolution of the network, with particular attention to the seasonality and to exceptional
events. In particular, we investigate how the air system has behaved during the ash
cloud emissions of the Iceland volcano, see Fig. 2 for the time evolution of the number
of flights and airports active during the 333 AIRAC period. Moreover, we compare the
networks obtained from planned and actual trajectories in order to quantitatively detect
how the modifications of the planned flight trajectories, adopted by controllers in the
case of delays, sectors congestion or weather alerts, affect the ATM system globally. This
would allow for a better selection of the operational strategies to be considered in order
to minimize en-route traffic delays, sectors congestion. As mentioned before, we perform
such analysis for all days in the AIRAC cycle 333, which includes the Island volcano
eruption occurred on 14-15 April 2010. This would allow us for a comparative analysis
of the topological properties and for a quantitative investigation of the modifications in
the air traffic system, with a special focus on the deviations from the usual flow of flights.
Moreover, the study of the air traffic at three different levels of aggregations permits to
analyze these changes at different hierarchical levels. Indeed, in case of exceptional
events the trajectories of flights are changed and the air traffic moves from the usual
airports, airways and navpoints to other ones, modifying and, in some cases, increasing
the probability of having congestion areas and delays.
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ABSTRACT: Nowadays, huge efforts are made to modernize the air traffic management systems to cope with uncertainty, complexity and sub-optimality. An answer is
to enhance the information sharing between the stakeholders. In this position paper,
we present a framework that bridges the gap between air traffic management and air
traffic control on one side, and bridges the gap between the ground, the approach and
the en-route centers on the other side. We present a system with three essential components which are the trajectory models, the optimization process and the monitoring
process. The uncertainty around the trajectory is captured with a Bayesian Network
where the nodes are associated to random variables of the time of overflight on metering points of the airspace and of the traveling time of the routes linking these points.
The set of the Bayesian Networks defines the airspace and Monte-Carlo simulations are
done to estimate the probability of sector congestion and delays. Then, an optimization
on the parameters of the Bayesian Networks is done to reduce these probabilities. Besides, a monitoring process is responsible to update the actual situation of the airspace.
Consequently, the system manages directly the uncertainty through the trajectories and
determines an optimal state of the airspace. This latter can be communicated to the
controllers in the form of objectives. The ideas behind this system were validated with
the help of air traffic controllers at Thales Air Systems. This paper presents a new
formal specification of this global optimization problem.

Introduction
In this work, we propose a model to address the uncertainty and perform optimization
in the tactical phase of Air Traffic Flow Management. The novelty of the research is to
address directly the uncertainty and the real-time monitoring aspects. The main benefit
is to anticipate the congestion points by enhancing the information sharing between
stakeholders. Also, this would improve the resilience of the system in case of weather
hazards. We believe that an inter-sector coordination (Letter of Agreement) can be
prepared through objectives on the trajectories. For the controller, it consists of bringing
the flight to a geographical point within a time interval. This can be done by giving
the clearances manually or by communicating the objective directly to the pilot. Then,
the objective can be easily entered in the Flight Management System (FMS) of the
aircraft. These objectives associated to geographical points, termed metering points in
the following, are the core of our approach. In terms of acceptability, the responsibilities
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of the controllers do not change because they are not obliged to fulfill the objectives
since the safety has priority over optimization.

System view
This Section introduces the rationale of the proposed way to manage the uncertainty
and optimize the state of the airspace at different time scales. The temporal scope is
from the current time up to 2 hours. The geographical scope is in the order of multiple
centers in a congested area, e.g., the European airspace. The system consists of three
processes: model creation, monitoring and optimization. The model creation receives
new flight plans, and creates one Bayesian Network for each flight plan once and for all
(in particular, all possible alternative routes are known at creation time). The periodic
monitoring adjusts the parameters of the model following observations from the real
world. This process ensures that the model of the actual situation is consistent with
reality, a critical issue for doing accurate prediction when sampling. The optimization
process optimizes the current situation by proposing modifications of the flight plans in
order to reach an optimal state. Then, these new plans (schedules at different metering
points) are communicated to the controllers, who implement them their own way.
Inputs
The inputs of the system are the airspace structure and the flight plans. The airspace is
defined by a set of metering points in the different sectors, focused on boundary points
between sectors, and distinguishing for each sector the ingoing and the outgoing points.
One flight plan is defined as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of pairs (metering point,
schedule), containing all possible alternative routes for this flight. A flight plan also
includes the estimated time of departure, the estimated time of arrival and an estimate
of the time required to travel along the routes linking the successive metering points. To
reflect the aircraft performance, a lower bound and an upper bound are also associated
to routes. It is assumed that the estimated time of arrival is consistent with the times
of travel.
Model
The model used to express the uncertainty around a trajectory is a Bayesian Network.
This is a natural choice since this is a DAG composed of random variables and their
conditional dependencies. A node is equivalent to a random variable and an edge between
two nodes represents that the first random variable has a direct influence on the second
one. Then, the Bayesian Network framework can be used to do inference when new
information arrives as time goes by. For more information on Bayesian Network, see
Koller & Friedman.
In the context of ATFM, the metering points are 3D points of interest (longitude, latitude, altitude) such as coordination points between sectors or convergent flows points.
In order to keep the representation as compact as possible, only the points included in
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the flight plan at hand are part of the network. Let Gf = (Vf , Ef ) be the DAG giving
the anticipated route as well as acceptable alternative routes of flight f . Two particular
vertices of the DAG are distinguished: Vo is the origin and Vd is the destination. Associated to every aircraft, a random vector Tf = (Tf,1 , Tf,2 , . . . , Tf,|Vf | ) gives the distribution
of probability of the times that f will flight over all points of the plan. For instance,
2 ), ∀i ∈ [1..|V |] i.e. that every random variables
we could assume that Tf,i ∼ N (µf,i , σf,i
f
are normally distributed – but any other prior on the distribution family can be used
too. A trajectory is then defined by the couple (Gf , Tf ). From the inputs, Vo is the only
point for which a prior probability is defined, i.e. the CFMU slot or the estimated time
of entrance in the airspace. For the other points, the prior probabilities are unknown,
but we can easily construct an estimate of the posterior probabilities.
The process for creating the Bayesian Network is straightforward from the inputs. For
every route of the flight plan, a new random variable is created to model the uncertainty
around the time required to traverse an edge. Let Tf,(i,j) be that new random variable
2
(e.g., Tf,(i,j) ∼ N (µf,(i,j) , σf,(i,j)
), a Gaussian Distribution) describing the time required
to travel from i to j, if (i, j) ∈ Ef . This new random variable has a direct influence
on the time of overflight of the next metering point j and consequently, the node of
Tf,(i,j) is linked to the node of Tf,j in the Bayesian Network. This will be done for every
(i, j) ∈ Ef .
Once the structure of the Bayesian Network is constructed, the conditional probabilities must be defined. Intuitively, the time of arrival on a metering point depends on
the time of arrival on the previous metering point and the time required to travel from
that point to the current one. This can be generalized for the case of diversions where a
categorical distribution is defined over the set of the previous points. Let Γ−
f,i ⊂ Vf be
the set of predecessors of point i of flight f . Then,
every edge (j, i) ∈ Ef where j ∈ Γ−
f,i
∑
has a corresponding probability β(j,i) where j∈Γ− β(j,i) = 1, ∀i ∈ Vf . The conditional
f,i
probability distribution for Ti is then
(
)
∑
(
)
Pr Ti | TΓ− =
β(j,i) Tf,j + Tf,(j,i)
f,i

j∈Γ−
f,i

where TΓ− ⊂ Tf is the restriction over the predecessors of i. Notice that the sum
f,i
operation is on independent random variables, this implies that the density probability
function of the resulting random variable is the convolution of the two density probability functions. Eq. can be viewed as a General Mixture Model where the number of
components is the number of predecessors. In case Gaussian distributions are used for
the input distributions, Equation is a mixture of Gaussians where each component is
determined by a pair (Tf,j , Tf,(j,i) ) associated to a possible path from Vo to Vd . In this
case, the variance of the node i depends solely on the variance of the random variable
Tf,(j,i) . In any case, in the Gaussian case as in the general case, the proposed model
escapes the pure Gaussian Bayesian Network framework, and is hence more complicated
to use from a theoretical point of view. For this reason, the application of the proposed
system will have to rely on Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Sector Constraint
In the ATFM context, the usual way to measure the complexity of an airspace configuration is to count the number of flights that will go through the sector during a given
interval (e.g., one hour). Given the flight plans of the day, the complexity of every sectors is predicted for window of the given duration in order to determine the potential
congestion time, and when appropriate, regulations are issued to flights. To this end, a
capacity threshold on the number of flights is used. Similarly, in the proposed model,
the sector constraint enforces that the number of flights in a sector is below a threshold
during a given time slice.
To define formally the sector constraint, let Cs be the random variable that models if
the capacity constraint of sector s is respected. Then, Cs can be viewed as a Bernouilli
distribution with parameter p ∈ [0, 1]. Because p is unknown, its estimation will rely
on Monte-Carlo simulations. Consequently, an estimate of the probability can be the
ratio between the number of scenarios where the sector is not congested over the total
number of scenarios. This probability is computed for every time slice and so, this
creates a stochastic process {Cs,t : t ∈ T} where T is the set of time slice. So, a finer
discretization has a cost in the number of random variables in this stochastic process.
The sector constraint can be used as a hard constraint and a soft constraint. For
the first case, a feasible solution must satisfies Pr(Cs,t = 1) ≥ ϵc , ∀s ∈ S, ∀t ∈ T so
that no sector is congested. The constant ϵc is a parameter that will be fixed during the
sensitivity analysis. The soft constraint will be part of the objective function in order
to minimize the probability that a sector is congested.
Decision variables
The decision variables model two types of regulation. The first one is the rerouting
regulation which modifies the path of the original flight plan. The variables implied
are βf,(i,j) where (i, j) ∈ Ef . When βf,(i,j) ∈ {0, 1}, the mixture of Gaussians of the
metering points in this path have a single component and the others become ill-defined,
i.e. the integral on time does not sum to one anymore. In the Bayesian Network, the
edges with βf,(i,j) = 0 are deactivated and do not influence their descendants in order to
avoid this problem. More generally, when βf,(i,j) ∈ [0, 1], multiple paths are considered
with their likelihood in the Monte-Carlo simulation. By observing the change in the cost
function while varying the βf,(i,j) , we can evaluate the robustness of the solution with
rerouting. Moreover, it can be a mean to evaluate if a rerouting strategy is appropriate
to decrease the cost function of a flight. Besides, this permits to model the uncertainty
around a weather phenomenon that will require the rerouting of a flight. The βf,(i,j)
will reflect how a route is affected by the phenomenon and may be closed by setting
it to 0. Nevertheless, rerouting regulation must be used sparingly because it generates
workload.
Once the rerouting decision variables are fixed, the second regulation concerns the
times of arrival on the metering points. This is done through the parameters of the
distributions of every random variables modeling the traveling time along a route, e.g.,
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2
Tf,(i,j) ∼ N (µf,(i,j) , σf,(i,j)
) in the Gaussian framework. On one hand, a change on the
mean can suggest that the flight might change its current speed and, on the other hand,
a change on the variance might suggest that the flight will commit to arrive at the
metering points with a greater precision. Besides, these parameters must be bound to
respect the aircraft performance constraints.
Now, we will derive an order of magnitude on the number of decision variables. Let
Πf be the set of possible paths from Vf,o to Vf,d in the subgraph Gf . An upper bound
of the number of decision variables for the rerouting is |F | · Πmax · (Nmax − 1) where
Πmax = maxf ∈F |Πf | and Nmax = maxf ∈F |Vf |. This bound is coarse compared to the
expected number of edges in the subgraph of the flight plans since it assumes that every
paths traverse every nodes. An upper bound of the number of decision variables for the
temporal objectives is 2 · Nmax · |F |.

Cost function
For the purpose of optimization, cost functions (or objective functions), have to be defined. As a matter of fact, the interests of each stakeholder of the airspace are often
antagonistic or ill-defined. A cost index quantifies the benefit of a trajectory for an
airline. Usually, this cost index is not communicated explicitly to the controllers and
so, integrating the airlines preferences in the model can be difficult at this point. Nevertheless, the initial flight plan is supposed to reflect the interest of the airlines and
is validated by the CFMU. Consequently, the cost function shall penalize the delays
on the expected time of arrivals. One may compute the likelihood of lateness with a
Monte-Carlo sampling:
∫

|D|

|D|

i

i

1 ∑
1 ∑
(i)
(i)
Vf (tf,a ) =
max(0, tf,a − tf,a )
Vf (t)Tf,a (t)dt ≈
|D|
|D|
t

(i)

where tf,a is the time of arrival of the flight f in the scenario ξ[i] ∈ D and Vf (t) =
max(0, t − tf,a ) is the lateness function.
The definition of the aggregation of the cost function of individual flights to obtain
a global cost function is not unanimously accepted. As a matter of fact, it can have a
major impact on the benefits of the airlines. The equity is a serious issue in the domain
and must be addressed in this model.
More generally, it is very likely that several different objectives will have to be considered for realism. Most probably, the optimization problem might become multi-objective
- even though the ultimate output of the optimization process in the context of the proposed system should be a single set of changes for all flights. Hence some decision-making
algorithm might also be needed here - unless some human supervision can be imagined.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a new system is presented to cope with uncertainty, complexity and suboptimality. The novelty is to define the trajectories as an stochastic object, i.e. a
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Bayesian Network, to capture its uncertainty. Thereafter, these objects evolve with the
real system and are updated by a monitoring process to keep a consistent model of the
actual situation. From it, an optimization process determines the optimal airspace configuration towards which the system should tend. The optimal airspace is communicated
to the controllers in the form of objectives on the trajectories. Moreover, this model is
compatible with the current ATFM and ATC systems.
Many research topics are encompassed by our system. First, the definition of the
metering points need an extended analysis of the past trajectories. Trajectory clustering
techniques can be used to determine the flows and the underlying points. Thereafter,
because of the number of decision variables, the multi-objective context, the graph structure of the trajectories and the use of Monte-Carlo simulations for evaluating the quality
of a solution, evolutionary optimization techniques seems good candidates to address this
problem. Besides, powerful filtering algorithms should be used to keep a consistent model
of the actual situation. The prediction of the sector load depends on it. Finally, because
of the stochastic context, a sensitivity analysis shall be done on the number of scenarios
required to get good estimates.
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Since the recent availability of large georeferenced data tracking human movement,
the relationship between mobility and space have received an increasing interest from the
wider scientific community. Generally speaking understanding spatial patterns of human
mobilitiy can help into modeling and overcoming a number of related side phenoma, such
as transportation jamming, disease spreading, spatial urban complexity management ,
crowinds and emergencies’ planning [1]. All of these problems are embedded, at different
scale, in the urban environment and are related to mobility inside or between cities. At
national or global scale recent studies are mostly based on mobile telecommunication
flows [9] or online location-based social networks [9], while at city and metropolitan scale
they are based on survey of transportation use, such as Oystercard [10] or GPS traking.
It has been also shown that spatial constraints effect not only the people mobility, but
also the modular structure of social networks [7] and communication networks [5, 6].
Over this literature it is possible to note the general tendency to reduce the notion of
space to the notion of proximity, while space, specially in the urban environment, shows
a more complex shape that can be modeled by using different approaches. For example,
in the urban environment, the spatial organization of streets can be seen as the logical,
and more realistic, spatial constraint operating over human mobility, but it has been
very rarely taken into account. On the other hand, concerning cities as physical entity
described as a street network, the problem of community detection and partition is still
an open issue that has never been tackled. Although a few works have been addressed
this point [2, 4, 8, 11], there are no studies that adopt the notion of communities in order
to observe how streets network can be partite in logical communities as a consequence
of their spatial organization. Moreover there are no studies focusing on the problem of
how such a partitions affect the traveling behavior of people into the cities and among
its communities.
In this presentation we are partially addressing these problems both proposing a
method for finding communities of urban street networks and shoving how these communities affect the urban mobility.
Our results are illustrated for two spatially overlapped networks, names as the static
physical London Street Network (LSN) and the dynamical London Bike Sharing
(LBS) network. Both networks present a strong spatial correlation between their communities, suggesting that the spatial organization of streets has a important effect over
the people behavior. Understanding those spatial correlations, in the contest of green
and sustainable transportation planning, has a great importance because they highlight
the fundamental role played by urban environment.
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The LBS system allows users to check-out one of around 5000 bikes from 400 docking
stations located across a 40Km2 area of central London, returning them to any other
docking station at the end of their journey. The transport authority has made available
details of 3.3 million journeys (start and end locations and times) covering the period
between Nov 2010 to May 2011. This data allowed us to study patterns of urban movements of a particular class of city commuters, i.e bikers. Moreover, given that this data
can be modeled as a weighted network, it poses also some interesting challenges. LBS
is a type of semi-public non-vehicular but non-pedestrian transportation system that it
is not constrained by time tables nor by physical infrastructure, users are totally free to
use a bike at any time to go to almost any location in central London.
We extracted the LBS time network considering
the out-strength sout
i (t) of a given
∑N
out
node i, at the instant t is defined as si (t) = j=1 wi,j (t), where N is the total number
of nodes and wi,j (t) is the weight of the connection between nodes i and j at the same
instant. The weight is defined as the number∑of travellers between i and j. On the other
N
hand, the in-strength is defined as sin
i (t) =
j=1 wj,i (t). The weight matrix cumulated
along the whole period was used as input for an agglomerative clustering algorithm. In
this way, we were able to group nodes according their flow properties. It means that
nodes which received in average, the same amount of traffic from almost the same nodes
and those nodes that send traffic to the same targets, are most likely classified in the
same community. As result of the agglomerative clustering, we have an hierarchical
classification of nodes inside communities. Since from the low corse-grained level to a
high corse-grained level, which partite the network in only two communities.
The LSN was first described as a street network, also called primal graph, where
nodes represent street intersections and links are the streets centerline. Such a network
can be described by an adjacency matrix A, that is a N × N binary matrix whose entry
aij (i, j = 1, . . . , N ) is one if there is a link between nodes i and j, or zero otherwise. But
since urban street networks are sparse, planar and with almost constant node degree, it is
a hard task to define any community structure over these networks. In order to overcome
this problem, we are proposing to use a generalization model to transfer information from
a primal representation to a dual one. Each node in the dual representation corresponds
to the set of edges of the primal representation which belong to the same street, while
edges in the dual representation correspond to the nodes in the primal representation.
At this point we have to define what is an street over the primal representation. Is was
done by considering that if the minimum angle between two attached edges is smaller
than θ, these edges belong to the same street. Details of this algorithm will be provided
further. It is well-known that street networks in the dual space present scale-free topology
with hubs been related to the longest streets, which are in general the most important
ones. Over the dual representation of LSN, we then applied the community detection
algorithm based on the modularity optimization [3]. The results from this algorithm are
then mapped back in the LSN system in the primal representation.
Remarkably, we found that stopping the algorithm when the LSN in the dual space
is partite in two communities, the final partition of the LSN in the dual representation
is very similar to that observed for LBS by considering the agglomerative clustering. On
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the other hand, for low corse-grained partitions, such result is no longer observed. By
considering a random spatial model as a null model for LSN, we confirmed the robustness
of our results.
The possible explanation for these results is that the LSN plays an important role
in the dynamical behavior of LBS only in large scale (low corse-grained level), while the
fluctuations in small scales are more important than the space itself.
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